
Raising the dead

1. First Name

2. Color

3. Article Of Clothing

4. Adjective

5. Animal Plural

6. Animal Sound Ending In Ing

7. Name Of Store

8. Beverage

9. Verb

10. Verb

11. Past Tense Verb

12. Sense

13. Number

14. Language

15. Plural Noun

16. Plural Noun

17. Verb Ending In Ing

18. Verb

19. Verb
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Raising the dead

was watching some gravediggers at work. I heard shovels and saw dirt flying out of a hole. He/She was dressed

in a Color Article of clothing . The night was Adjective . it was warm and humid, and

Animal plural were Animal sound ending in ing . A large Name of store bag sat next to his/her feet.

He/She reached into his name of store bag and pulled out a twelve-pack of Beverage . He popped

open a can. Instead of drinking it, he poured it into a grave.

''Let the dead Verb again,''; he murmured. ''Let them rise and take this offering. Let them Verb ;

He dropped the rest of the beverage into the grave and pulled out a color paper bag decorated

with cartoons. I hadn't seen one in years, but I recognized it - A restaurant Happy Meal.



He turned it upside down and shook the food and food into the grave.

''In my day we used animal blood,''; a ghost Past tense verb . ''But it's perfectly good enough. They can't

Sense the difference.'';

''Be quiet!!''; first name ordered the ghost. He emptied another Number of soda and three more

Happy Meals into the grave, then began chanting in Ancient Language . I caught only some of the words -

a lot about Plural noun and Plural noun and Verb ending in ing from the grave. Real

Verb stuff.



The grave started to Verb . Frothy brown liquid rose to the top like the whole thing was filling with soda

. The fog thickened. The frogs stopped croaking. Dozens of figures began to appear out of the gravestones:

bluish, vaguely human shapes. Nico had summoned the dead with Coke and cheeseburgers.
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